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henever you find yourself on the side of the majority,
it is time to pause and reflect.
– Mark Twain

The most courageous act is still to think for yourself.
Aloud.
– Coco Chanel
Cartoon by Linda Windler.

Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results.
– Albert Einstein
Not how long, but how well you have lived is the main
thing.
– Seneca
The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute
of the strong.
– Mahatma Gandhi
Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius and it’s better
to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring.
– Marilyn Monroe
Social media has colonized what was once a sacred space
occupied by emptiness: the space reserved for thought and
creativity.
– Mahershala Ali
If only God would give me some clear sign! Like making
a large deposit in my name in a Swiss bank.
– Woody Allen
Here is a lesson in creative writing. First rule: Do not use
semicolons. They are transvestite hermaphrodites
representing absolutely nothing. All they do is show you've
been to college.
– Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
The elevation of appearance over substance, of celebrity
over character, of short term gains over lasting achievement
displays a poverty of ambition. It distracts you from what's
truly important.
– Barack Obama
The weirder you are going to behave, the more normal
you should look. It works in reverse, too. When I see a kid
with three or four rings in his nose, I know there is
absolutely nothing extraordinary about that person.
– P. J. O'Rourke
There is no greater joy nor greater reward than to make a
fundamental difference in someone's life.
– Sister Mary Rose McGeady
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Consistency requires you to be as ignorant today as you
were a year ago.
– Bernard Berenson
Millions long for immortality who don't know what to do
with themselves on a rainy Sunday afternoon.
– Susan Ertz
Experience is that marvelous thing that enables you to
recognize a mistake when you make it again.
– Franklin P. Jones
The thing to remember is that that the future comes one
day at a time.
– Dean Acheson
For in the final analysis, our most basic common link, is
that we all inhabit this small planet, we all breathe the same
air, we all cherish our children's futures, and we are all
mortal.
– John F. Kennedy
Humor has become so cliche and boring that nothing's
funny anymore unless it involves something totally
disgusting that offends somebody or makes them feel really
uncomfortable.
– Tom DeLonge
Social media websites are no longer performing an
envisaged function of creating a positive communication
link among friends, family and professionals. It is a
veritable battleground, where insults fly from the human
quiver, damaging lives, destroying self-esteem and a
person's sense of self-worth.
– Anthony Carmona
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